Tri-Shield Complete
Air & Water Protection
Installation Instructions:

1.) Start by aligning the bottom edge of the roll with the base of the wall approximately 6 inches from a
corner. Grasp and fold several inches of House wrap under itself and fasten securely to the frame
of the building.
2.) Unroll the house wrap with the printed side facing outward, wrap the entire building, including the
window and door openings. Plastic cap nails or staples with minimum 1 inch crown may be used to
fasten house wrap. The fasteners should be placed a maximum of 16 inches along the center of the
studs and 8 inches on the center, along the top and bottom sill plates.
3.) At each window and door rough opening, make an inverted “Y” cut in the house wrap:
 Cut from the top center of the opening straight down about half the height of the opening.
From this point at the center of the opening, make a cut diagonally to the lower right corner
of the opening and a second cut to the lower left corner. Finish by cutting completely across
the upper edge of the opening. Pull each of the three flaps to the inside of the opening and
fasten to the inside face of the framing with staples spaced every 6 inches. Trim excess.
4.) In the case where the doors and windows have already been installed, cut the house wrap as close
as possible to casings and seal with contractor or house wrap tape. If vertical laps exist, fold the
house wrap under and attach to the structure or frame with a minimum of 8” overlaps on vertical
seam and 4 inches on horizontal seams. All seams should be taped with contractor or house wrap
tape, or in the case where tape is not used overlapping should take place and the final wall
installation should occur within three months after the installation of house wrap.
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